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Slim Line RO
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Info!

PERFECT FOR YOUR BUSINESS!
Marina, Honey
& Hawkeye

introducing

HIGHER CAPACITY, FASTER PRODUCTION, FAIL SAFE

Perfect for Your Business!

This fantastic new system is 
perfect for co�ee houses, 
restaurants, healthcare centers, 
�tness centers and any place 
with high demand for good 
water - fast!

THE HIGH FLOW RO 
MEMBRANE AND LARGER 
TANKS ALLOW FOR FASTER 
PRODUCTION & DELIVERY!

Here's a Testimonial from One of Our Satis�ed Customers:
"The fact of the matter is that I really don't have too much to say, 
and that's a good thing. My co�ee shop has been in a pinch 

without their water �ltration 
for 2 years now, trying to �nd 

the right solution. I called 
Boyett's about their 
rental equipment and 
they told me every-
thing I needed to 
know, a quote, and an 
installation date in �ve 
minutes. 
The installer came out 
- installing both of the 

systems in both 

businesses. He recommended we install a higher �ow mem-
brane on site, and did it for us. None of his recommendations 
were over the top. He installed the ability to upgrade the water 
system, because he noticed our ice machine may create an issue. 
Sure enough, that Monday.....we needed to increase the tank. 
With prices low enough, it's a�ordable to increase the tank, and 
his advice was sound,…. Overall, renting from Boyett's will save 
you money. We probably would forget to do our maintenance. 
We probably wouldn't have the expertise, or the professionalism 
of these guys. With a company this good it's hard to go wrong!"

- Sam. Owner of Lo-Fi Co�ee, Mesa and Phoenix AZ
This excerpt was taken from our Better Business Pro�le ‘positive experiences’

SLIM LINE IS GOOD FOR BUSINESS!
CALL TODAY 

480.969.7251


